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The idea of finding a hidden symbol or code scribbled on 
a bathroom stall somewhere in a dirty nightclub at early 
AM hours that would be a secret entrance to an unknown 
journey; wormhole; give me access to an invisible layer of the 
world. But nowadays, the promising symbols of QR codes or 
AR markers just lure you towards purchasing products that 
seamlessly turn you into a product in the end.  
Create an account.  
Sign up now.  
Enter your details.  

Inspired by the concept of a Temporary Autonomous Zone 
(T.A.Z.), di4lo9 is a self-contained communication network for 
leaving anonymous messages in public space.2 Anyone with 
a WiFi-capable device can log onto the di4lo9-network, but 
only those in possession of a di4lo9-code can read earlier 
messages and leave their own. The project initially started in 
2011 as a telephony-based voice message dropbox. In di4lo9 
I got rid of all possible dependencies on highly vulnerable 
infrastructures, such as telecommunication networks. di4lo9 
connects you with those who visited the same place as you. 
Looked at the same spot, with a similar curiosity. Same place, 
but time remains unknown. I could install the network years 
later at the same spot, and wonder if any of the stickers have 
survived.
After having been installed at locations throughout New 
Zealand, I access the dropbox and unpack its messages, laid 
dormant over the years. The network has been up on several 
occasions in the past years, but the system does not keep 
information on message authors, times, or places.

On the latrine wall, among lipsticked obscenities, she noticed the following message, neatly 
indited in engineering lettering: “Interested in sophisticated fun? You, hubby, girl friends. 
The more the merrier. Get in touch with Kirby, through WASTE only, Box 7391, L. A.”1

Unwrapping di4lo9s
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The carton in my studio is inelegantly labelled “electronics”. I excavate old cables, chargers, 
connectors. I reach for the little yellow box at the bottom, carefully untangling it from the rest of 
the unsorted peripherals.
I need a command line. Wait, first I need an Ethernet cable. These shiny silver designer laptops 
don’t ship with an Ethernet port nowadays. I need to find my old computer … 

---

hello this is the beginning of a very long thread.
Anyone who has followed the instructions and connected could start a thread. Or anyone who 
has found a sticker someone else has left for them. But many threads remain unanswered. 
The city has many layers and I’m about to add another one 
---

Hello world! 
Hello night, day and amplification 

The muffins are good inside! 
By Crikey, a little chalk on the sidewalk and a note on my phone welcome me to this place 
--- 

Authors could select from the basic HTML font-family selections:  
Fantasy, Cursive, Serif, Sans serif, Monospace. How do the algorithms interpret the style of our 
messages? 
--- 

What you are after is after you! 
What you are after is after you!  
---

The pace is submerging... Diving through the layers u find the levels 

and the depths.. With a tentative expectancy?The wind is like a knife - it knows 
I’m a stranger hereThe pressure is shifting inexorably..
---

A pillar of society? Or an anarchist in a suit? txt me [021626878]
---

I ssh into the yellow box.
> Enter password..
> Password is incorrect.
> Enter password..
> Password is incorrect.
> Enter password..
> Welcome to di4lo9>_
Note to self: Label hardware with the appropriate login credentials before putting it into storage
cd /mnt/usb/di4lo9
python checkdb messages.db
> There are 41 active and 72 inactive threads on di4lo9.
There are 207 messages on di4lo9. 
I do not know what to expect. I grab the list of all open codes to carefully unwrap the messages 
attached to them.
> python checkdb.py 
Scavenging through the list of six-digit alphanumerical codes I start to retrieve message 
threads, one by one.
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As soon as a sticker peels off, or I move the router to 
another location, the messages become inaccessible to 
the public. 
---

Let the beauty you see, be what you do. 
There are hundreds of ways to kneel and kiss the ground. 
--- Remember who you are SimbaRemember who 
you are SimbaI can’t rememberTry the recall 

command

---

Kim Dotcom was here! Booya!!
Go Kim!

You got it Kim, you da woman
<3 you Kim!
---

I met Kim Dotcom once in Wellington, in a foggy 
nightclub VIP area. He still owes me dinner.
---

1995... Eudaemony dance party... Re-live 

the 90’s rave scene here. Go on you know 

you want to do it. Free improvisational 

dance please!

1995... Eudaemony dance party... Re-live 

the 90’s rave scene here. Go on you know 

you want to do it. Free improvisational 

dance please!

---

I briefly disappear in a Google Search wormhole about 
the Dunedin music scene in the 90s...
---

Hello, anybody there? I’m reading the Steve 

jobs book, it’s so amazing! We humans are 

complicated and weird creatures, aren’t we?

---

When a seagull follows the trawler it expects sardines. 
Is it a seagull or actually an albatross? 

Is it a seagull or actually an albatross? 

---

What are the bigger ideas attached to your 

idea? Write them down. Pick one. What are 

all the bits that make up your idea? Write 

them down. Pick the five most important. 

Pick three. Pick one.What is your voice? 

Get someone else to write about your idea. 

What would you do differently? 

---

Access to the messages disappears as the stickers peel 
off. Or the little box moves on to another location. The 
network only reaches as far as its WiFi signal. A couple of 
metres, depending on the environment, maybe 10 or 20. 
---

Greetings and salutations! Welcome to the 21st Century via 
the anonymous autonomous communication network! :) 
Hello! We are eating mandarins!
I wish I was eating mandarins :( 

I wish I was eating mandarins :(

---
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---

chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings 
chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings 
chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings 
chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings chicken wings 
Nob ‘ed wings more like. 

Red Bull wings actually 
The freedom to talk about ...chicken wings?

My operating system says chicken wings are bad for you 
Meat meat mirballs lives meat 
My operating system says chicken wings are bad for you
---

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In a brown paper bag, I find the materials for creating new threads. Paper, 
envelopes, the di4lo9 stamp and black inkpad. It takes only one command to 
add new threads to the network.
> python sqthreadadd.pyThere are 113 threads at the moment. 
How many extra threads do you want to open? > 17
python checkdb messages.db
> There are 41 active and 89 inactive threads on di4lo9.
> There are 207 messages on di4lo9.

 1 Thomas Pynchon, The Crying Lot of 49 (London: Vintage Random House, 2000), 34.
 2 Hakim Bey, T.A.Z. : The Temporary Autonomous Zone, Ontological Anarchy, Poetic Terrorism. (Brooklyn, 
NY: Autonomedia, 2003).

I plug the router in, spread the seventeen envelopes around the stairwell and 
leave the di4lo9s to themselves.
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VPLN	  offers	  unique	  opportunities	  that	  can	  lead	  to	  higher	  
levels	  of	  success.	  
	  

This	  prospectus	  is	  intended	  to	  be	  of	  a	  general	  nature	  and	  does	  not	  take	  into	  account	  your	  
personal	  situation	  or	  goals.	  It	  is	  recommended	  you	  seek	  advice	  from	  a	  VPLN	  distributor	  that	  
takes	  into	  account	  your	  individual	  circumstances.	  If	  you	  wish	  to	  purchase	  please	  consult	  with	  
a	  VPLN	  distributor	  in	  your	  area.	  You	  have	  the	  opportunity	  to	  invest	  in	  your	  future.	  
	  
Plans	  
	  

As	   at	   the	   date	   of	   this	   prospectus	   the	  
multi-‐level	  investment	  scheme	  known	  as	  VPLN	  
is	   comprised	   of	   four	   plans:	   VPLN-‐XPlan,	  
VPLN-‐Lite,	   VPLN-‐7,	   and	   VPLN-‐SI	   (collectively	  
the	  plans).	  All	  of	  the	  plans	  were	  established	  in	  
August	  2012	  on	  the	  VPLN	  wrap	  platform.	  
	  
Each	  plan	  has	  an	  exposure	  to	  a	  range	  of	  assets.	  
The	   plans	   achieve	   their	   exposure	   to	  
investment	   assets	   through	   holding	   units	   in	  
other	   plans	   or	   funds	   or	   through	   investing	  
directly.	  	  
	  
Each	   plan	   may	   only	   be	   invested	   in	   authorised	  
investments	   as	   defined	   in	   their	   respective	  
deeds.	   The	   investments	   are	   governed	   by	   the	  
particular	  plan’s	   statement	  of	   investment	  and	  
performance	  objectives.	  
	  
The	   VPLN	   stable	   of	   plan	   offerings	   has	   been	  
methodically	   assembled	   and	   contain	   carefully	  
selected	   proprietary	   and	   sub-‐advised	  
strategies	   that	  have	  historically	  demonstrated	  
the	   ability	   to	   navigate	   a	   variety	   of	   market	  
cycles.	  
	  
As	   at	   the	   date	   of	   this	   prospectus	   the	   plans	  
invest	   in	   assets	   that	   have	   both	   inelastic	  
demand	   and	   lower	   volatility	   in	   economic	  
expansionary	   times.	   In	   essence,	   the	   plans	  
embrace	  investment	  in	  assets	  that	  profit	  from	  
human	  fallibility	  and	  which	  feature	  predictable	  
demand	  from	  end	  market	  users.	  
	  

Investments	  
	  

VPLN-‐XPlan	  and	  VPLN-‐Lite	  
	  

Both	   VPLN-‐XPlan	   and	   VPLN-‐Lite	   invest	   in	   a	  
balanced	  mix	  of	   income	  and	  growth	  assets	  as	  
well	   as	   the	   Mutual	   Management	   Fund	   (No	   2)	  
LLC.	   The	   plans	   each	   gain,	   through	   direct	   and	  
wholesale	  investments,	  an	  exposure	  to	  a	  range	  
of	   domestic	   and	   international	   investments	   in	  
the	   consumer	   defensive,	   consumer	   cyclical,	  
industrials,	  and	  basic	  materials	  sectors.	  
	  
Both	   plans	   feature	   a	   risk	   rating	   of	   four	   on	   a	  
continuum	   where	   one	   is	   the	   lowest	   risk	   and	  
seven	   is	   the	   highest	   risk.	   Lower	   risk	   involves	  
potentially	   lower	   returns	   whilst	   higher	   risk	  
involves	  potentially	  higher	  returns.	  
	  
VPLN-‐7	  and	  VPLN-‐SI	  
	  

Both	   VPLN-‐7	   and	   VPLN-‐SI	   invest	  
predominantly	   in	   growth	   assets	   with	   little	   or	  
no	   income	   assets.	   Through	   direct	   and	  
wholesale	   investments	  the	  plans	  each	  gain	  an	  
exposure	   to	   a	   range	   of	   domestic	   and	  
international	   investments	   in	   sectors	   that	  
include	   consumer	   defensive,	   consumer	  
cyclical,	   high-‐end	   consumables,	   energy,	  
industrials,	  and	  basic	  materials.	  
	  
VPLN-‐7	   features	   a	   risk	   rating	   of	   five	   on	   a	  
continuum	   where	   one	   is	   the	   lowest	   risk	   and	  
seven	   is	   the	   highest	   risk.	   VPLN-‐SI	   features	   a	  
risk	   rating	   of	   six	   where	   one	   is	   the	   lowest	   risk	  
and	  seven	  is	  the	  highest	  risk.	  
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.	  VPLN	  IN ICAT S	  
	   lo er	  returns	   	   higher	  returns	  

Lite	   1	   2	   	   	   	   	   7	  

XPlan	   1	   2	   	   	   	   	   7	  

7	   1	   2	   	   	   	   	   7	  

SI	   1	   2	   	   	   	   	   7	  

	   lo er	  ris 	   	   higher	  ris 	  

	  
eturns	  	  

	  

The	   performance	   and	   the	   fluctuations	   in	  
returns	   of	   the	   plans	   are	   influenced	   by	   the	  
investment	   sectors,	   and	   the	   performance	   of	  
the	  investments	  within	  those	  sectors,	  in	  which	  
they	   are	   invested	   and	   the	   manager’s	  
investment	   management	   performances.	   	   As	  
with	   any	   investment	   that	   is	   linked	   to	   market	  
performance,	   the	   value	   of	   the	   plans	   can	  
fluctuate	  according	  to	  movements	  in	  the	  value	  
of	   the	   underlying	   investments	   and	   the	  
manager’s	  investment	  decisions.	  In	  any	  period	  
the	   value	   of	   the	   plans	   could	   go	   up	   or	   down.	  
Past	   performance	   is	   no	   guarantee	   of	   future	  
results.	  
	  
Purchasing	  	  
	  

etail	   customers	   purchase	   a	   plan	   or	   plans	   by	  
subscribing	   for	   units	   in	   the	   plan	   or	   plans.	   To	  
purchase	   a	   plan	   an	   initial	   minimum	  
subscription	  order	  must	  be	  placed.	  
	  
As	  at	  the	  date	  of	  this	  prospectus	  the	  minimum	  
subscription	  order	  for	  VPLN-‐XPlan	  is	  12 	  units	  
(which	   attract	   Class	   A	   rights	   within	   the	   VPLN	  
wrap	  platform).	  The	  minimum	  subscription	  for	  
VPLN-‐Lite	   is	   20 	   units	   (which	   attract	   Class	   C	  
rights	  within	  the	  VPLN	  wrap	  platform).	  	  
	  
As	  at	  the	  date	  of	  this	  prospectus	  the	  minimum	  
subscription	   order	   for	   both	   VPLN-‐7	   and	  
VPLN-‐SI	   is	   22 	   units	   (which	   attract	   Class	   B	  
rights	  within	  the	  VPLN	  wrap	  platform).	  
	  

etail	   customers	   who	   wish	   to	   become	  
independent	   distributors	   must	   place	   a	  
minimum	   VPLN-‐Lite	   subscription	   order	   with	   a	  
VPLN	  distributor.	  A	  V-‐I 	  is	  assigned	  and	  issued	  
upon	  full	  payment,	  processing	  and	  acceptance	  
of	  the	  subscription	  order.	  	  
	  

ntr 	  Price	  
	  

nits	   offered	   in	   this	   prospectus	   are	   issued	   at	  
the	   entry	   price.	   The	   entry	   price	   for	   units	  
e uals	   the	   net	   asset	   value	   per	   unit	   on	   the	  
relevant	   valuation	   day	   under	   the	   particular	  
deed	   plus	   the	   entry	   fee.	   The	   entry	   fee	   is	  
determined	   by	   reference	   to	   the	   value	   of	   the	  
rights	  attaching	  to	  the	  units.	  As	  at	  the	  date	  of	  
this	  prospectus	  Class	  A	  rights	  are	  rated	   ,	  Class	  
B	  are	  1. ,	  and	  Class	  C	  are	  0. .	  
	  
The	  net	  asset	  value	  of	  each	  plan	  is	  determined	  
by	  adding	  the	  market	  value	  of	  all	   investments	  
and	   other	   assets	   of	   a	   plan	   and	   deducting	   all	  
liabilities	  and	  costs	  incurred	  by	  a	  plan.	  	  
	  
The	   manager,	   with	   approval	   of	   the	   trustee,	  
may	   make	   special	   valuations	   of	   a	   plan	   in	  
certain	   circumstances	   such	   as	   a	   material	  
change	  to	  the	  relevant	  plan.	  	  
	  
dditional	   nits	  

	  

etail	  customers	  holding	  units	   in	  one	  plan	  are	  
entitled	   to	   purchase	   additional	   units	   in	   that	  
plan.	   The	   minimum	   subscription	   amount	   for	  
additional	  units	  in	  each	  plan	  is	   0.	  
	  
VPLN	   distributors	   holding	   at	   least	   22 	  
VPLN-‐Lite	   units	   are	   entitled	   to	   purchase	  
additional	   units	   in	   any	   plan	   direct	   from	   their	  
sponsor	   or	   first	   upline	   supervisor.	   The	  
minimum	   subscription	   amount	   for	   VPLN	  
distributors	   to	   purchase	   additional	   units	   in	  
either	   VPLN-‐XPlan	   or	   VPLN-‐Lite	   is	   1 .	   The	  
minimum	   subscription	   amount	   for	   VPLN	  
distributors	  to	  purchase	  additional	  VPLN-‐7	  and	  
VPLN-‐SI	  units	  is	  2 .	  
	  
utomatic	  Investment	  Plan	  

	  

Additional	   units	   can	   also	   be	   purchased	   on	   a	  
monthly	   basis	   through	   the	   automatic	  
investment	   plan.	   n	   the	   last	   business	   day	   of	  
each	   month	   the	   minimum	   subscription	  
amount	   for	   additional	   units	   in	   the	   selected	  
plan	   or	   plans	   will	   be	   purchased,	   at	   the	   entry	  
price,	   by	   direct	   debit	   from	   your	   nominated	  
domestic	  bank	  account.	  	  
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itching	  
	  

nits	   in	  one	  plan	  can,	  at	   the	  discretion	  of	   the	  
manager,	   be	   switched	   for	   units	   in	   another	  
plan.	  A	  switching	   fee	  of	  1.7 	  of	   the	  exit	  price	  
will	  be	  charged.	  
	  
A	  switch	  will	  be	  made	  based	  on	  the	  exit	  price	  
of	  the	  units	  to	  be	  sold	  and	  the	  switching	  price	  
of	   the	   units	   to	   be	   purchased.	   The	   switching	  
price	   shall	   e ual	   the	   net	   asset	   value	   per	   unit	  
plus	   the	   switching	   fee	   per	   unit	   plus	   an	  
allowance	   relating	   to	   the	   investment	   costs	  
associated	  with	  the	  investment.	  
	  
A	  switch	  must	  not	  cause	  an	  independent	  VPLN	  
distributor’s	  holding	  of	  VPLN-‐Lite	  units	  to	  drop	  
below	   the	   minimum	   subscription	   amount	   of	  
20 	  units.	  
	  
ithdra als	  

	  

nits	  are	  only	  redeemable	  on	  the	  last	  business	  
day	   of	   the	   month.	   If	   the	   last	   business	   day	   of	  
the	   month	   is	   a	   Sunday,	   the	   month	   will	   be	  
extended	   to	   Monday.	   If	   the	   last	   day	   of	   the	  
month	   is	   a	   public	   holiday,	   the	   month	   may	   be	  
extended	   to	   the	   first	   business	   day	   after	   the	  
holiday.	  
	  

ritten	   notice	   in	   the	   form	   of	   an	   exit	   re uest	  
must	   be	   received	   by	   the	   manager	   of	   the	   plan	  
by	  no	  later	  than	  two	  business	  days	  before	  the	  
last	   business	   day	   of	   the	   month.	   Late	   exit	  
re uests	   will	   not	   be	   processed	   until	   the	   last	  
business	  day	  of	  the	  following	  month.	  
	  
The	   deeds	   for	   the	   plans	   provide	   three	  
methods	  for	  processing	  redemptions:	  manager	  
repurchase,	   direct	   redemption,	   and	  
redemption-‐in-‐kind.	  
	  

pon	   receipt	   and	   acceptance	   of	   a	   valid	   exit	  
re uest	   the	   manager	   determines	   the	  
appropriate	   redemption	   method.	   Manager	  
repurchase	   simply	   means	   the	   manager	  
purchases	   the	   units	   being	   redeemed.	   irect	  
redemption	  means	  the	  units	  are	  redeemed	  or	  
sold	  directly	  to	  the	  particular	  plan.	  
	  

edemption-‐in-‐kind	  allows	  the	  manager,	  at	  its	  
discretion,	  to	  make	  a	  payment	   in	  securities	  or	  

other	  financial	  instruments	  rather	  than	  cash.	  	  
	  
it	  Price	  

	  

The	   exit	   price	   for	   units	   e uals	   the	   net	   asset	  
value	   per	   unit	   on	   the	   relevant	   valuation	   day	  
under	   the	   particular	   deed	   plus	   the	   exit	   fee.	  
The	  exit	  fee	  is	  determined	  by	  reference	  to	  the	  
value	   of	   the	   rights	   attaching	   to	   the	   units	  
multiplied	  by	  1.2 .	  In	  addition,	  the	  manager	  is	  
entitled	   to	   an	   allowance	   relating	   to	   the	  
realisation	   costs	   associated	   with	   realising	   the	  
relevant	  assets	  of	  the	  particular	  plan.	  
	  
aintenance	  

	  

The	   deed	   for	   each	   plan	   contains	   provisions	  
permitting	   the	   manager	   to	   redeem	   or	   void	  
units	   in	   certain	   circumstances	   if	   considered	  
necessary	   or	   desirable	   to	   enable	   the	   plan	   to	  
maintain	  its	  status	  as	  an	  investment	  scheme.	  	  
	  
anager 	  Promoter	   	   rustee	  

	  

The	   manager	   of	   each	   plan	   is	   Proxy	   Mutual	  
Management	   Limited.	   The	   manager	   is	  
responsible	   for	   the	   administration	   and	  
investment	   management	   of	   the	   plans.	   The	  
manager	   has	   the	   power	   to	   delegate	   its	  
powers,	   authorities	   and	   discretions	   in	   respect	  
of	  each	  plan.	  
	  
The	   promoter	   of	   each	   plan	   is	   VPLN	   (No	   2)	  
Limited	  (trading	  as	  VPLN).	  VPLN	  is	  a	  subsidiary	  
of	  Proxy	  and	  performs	  the	  delegated	  function	  
of	   actively	   managing	   the	   investments	   of	   the	  
plans.	   As	   at	   the	   date	   of	   this	   prospectus	   the	  
directors	  of	  Proxy	  are	  also	  directors	  of	  VPLN.	  
	  
The	  primary	  custodian	  for	  each	  of	  the	  plans	  is	  
Mutual	  Investments	   oldings	  Pty	  Ltd,	  a	  wholly	  
owned	  subsidiary	  of	  Proxy.	  The	  trustee	  of	   the	  
plans	   is	   Standard	   Asset	   Trusts	   Limited.	   The	  
trustee	  holds	  some	  income	  assets	  of	  the	  plans	  
through	   a	   nominee	   company,	   Standard	   Asset	  
Nominees	  (No	  7)	  Limited.	  	  
	  
Proxy	  acts	  as	  the	  registrar	  for	  the	  plans	  whilst	  
VPLN	   provides	   additional	   administration	  
services.	   The	   ultimate	   holding	   company	   of	  
Proxy	  is	  BXN 	  Limited.	   	  
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dditional	   erms	  
	  

1.	   The	   assets	   of	   each	   plan	   are	   the	   property	   of	   that	   plan.	  
The	  assets	  of	  a	  plan	  are	  available	  to	  meet	  the	  liabilities	  of	  
any	  other	  plan.	  
	  
2.	  The	  securities	  which	  are	   the	  subject	  of	   this	  prospectus	  
have	  not	  been	  approved	  for	  trading	  on	  a	  securities	  market	  
operated	  by	  a	  registered	  exchange.	  
	  

.	   This	   prospectus	   will	   expire	   on	   2 	   September	   201 	  
unless	   earlier	   withdrawn	   or	   extended	   by	   the	   directors	   of	  
the	  manager.	  
	  

.	   The	   plans	   terminate	   upon	   the	   earlier	   of	   0	   years	   less	  
two	   days	   from	   the	   date	   the	   plans	   were	   created	   or	   a	  
termination	  date	  notified	  by	  the	  manager,	  being	  a	  date	  at	  
least	  three	  months	  (or	  such	  shorter	  period	  as	  the	  trustee	  
agrees)	   after	   such	   notice	   is	   given	   to	   the	   trustee	   by	   the	  
manager.	  
	  

.	   There	   is	   no	   maximum	   number	   or	   amounts	   of	   units	  
which	   may	   be	   issued	   in	   any	   of	   the	   plans.	   The	   manager	  
may,	  at	  any	  time,	  specify	  a	  maximum	  number	  or	  amounts	  
of	   units	   which	   may	   be	   issued	   in	   any	   of	   the	   plans.	   The	  
manager	   may	   also	   specify	   minimum	   subscription	   order,	  
lump	   sum,	   and	   regular	   contribution	   amounts	   which	   may	  
be	  varied	  from	  time	  to	  time	  without	  notice.	  
	  

.	  The	  trustee	  does	  not	  guarantee	  repayment	  of	  the	  units	  
of	   any	   plan	   nor	   the	   payment	   of	   any	   earnings	   on	   those	  
units.	  
	  
7.	   The	   plans	   are	   actively	   managed	   and	   may	   at	   times	  
deploy	   strategies	   that	   differ	   (within	   the	   allowable	  
minimum	   and	   maximum	   bounds)	   materially	   from	   the	  
thresholds	  and	  objectives	  advised.	  
	  

.	   The	   manager	   may	   defer	   the	   determination	   and	  
payment	   of	   exit	   prices	   over	   a	   period	   not	   exceeding	   0	  
days	  (unless	  a	  longer	  period	  is	  approved	  by	  the	  trustee)	  if	  
an	  exit	   re uest	   (or	  series	  of	  exit	   re uests	  within	  a	  period	  
of	  three	  months)	  relates	  to	  more	  than	   	  of	  the	  number	  
of	  units	  on	  issue	  in	  the	  relevant	  plan	  and	  the	  manager	  is	  of	  
the	   opinion	   that	   it	   is	   in	   the	   general	   interests	   of	   the	  
relevant	  plan	  to	  defer	  the	  redemption	  of	  the	  units.	  
	  

.	   The	   manager	   may	   defer	   or	   suspend	   the	   right	   to	   make	  
exit	  re uests	  for	  a	  period	  not	  exceeding	   0	  days	  (unless	  a	  
longer	   period	   is	   approved	   by	   the	   trustee)	   if	   the	   exit	  
re uest	  (or	  series	  of	  exit	  re uests	  within	  a	  period	  of	  three	  
months)	  relates	  to	  more	  than	  17 	  of	  the	  number	  of	  units	  
on	  issue	  in	  the	  relevant	  plan.	  

10.	  The	  manager	  may	  defer	  or	  suspend	  the	  right	  to	  make	  
exit	  re uests	  for	  a	  period	  not	  exceeding	   0	  days	  (unless	  a	  
longer	   period	   is	   approved	   by	   the	   trustee)	   if	   the	   manager	  
considers	   that	   there	  have	  been	  material	  adverse	  changes	  
(financial	  or	  otherwise)	  in	  respect	  of	  a	  plan	  or	  the	  markets	  
generally.	  
	  
11.	  If,	  in	  the	  interests	  of	  the	  plan	  or	  plans,	  the	  manager	  or	  
trustee	   considers	   it	   necessary	   to	   address	   li uidity	   or	  
pricing	   issues	   in	   relation	   to	   a	   particular	   investment,	   the	  
trustee	   and	   manager	   may	   uarantine	   certain	   assets	   of	   a	  
plan	   or	   plans	   and	   make	   special	   arrangements	   relating	   to	  
those	   assets,	   including	   suspending	   the	   ability	   to	   make	  
withdrawals	  in	  respect	  of	  those	  assets.	  	  
	  
12.	   The	   manager	   may	   in	   its	   absolute	   discretion	   refuse	   to	  
accept	   in	   whole	   or	   in	   part	   any	   application.	   The	   manager	  
may	   also	   in	   its	   absolute	   discretion	   convert	   units	   into	  
alternative	  instruments,	  including	  derivatives.	  
	  
1 .	   The	   trustee	   has	   the	   power	   to	   borrow	   money	   and	   to	  
enter	   into	   such	   agreements	   and	   securities	   over	   relevant	  
plan	  property	  as	  are	  necessary	  for	  such	  purpose.	  In	  certain	  
circumstances	   the	   manager	   can	   direct	   the	   trustee	   to	  
borrow	  money.	  	  
	  
1 .	   The	   trustee	   is	   entitled	   to	   charge	   in	   respect	   of	   each	  
plan,	   and	   retain,	   such	   annual	   or	   other	   fees	   agreed	   from	  
time	   to	   time	   between	   the	   trustee	   and	   the	   manager.	  

nless	  otherwise	  agreed,	  those	  fees	  will	  be	  payable	  out	  of	  
the	  relevant	  plan.	  
	  
1 .	   The	   trustee	   shall	   be	   indemnified	   out	   of	   the	   funds	   of	  
the	   relevant	   plan	   from	   and	   against	   any	   expense	   and	  
liability	   that	  may	  be	   incurred	   in	  prosecuting	  or	  defending	  
any	  action	  or	  suit	  in	  respect	  of	  the	  provisions	  of	  the	  deeds	  
or	  any	  statements	  in	  respect	  of	  the	  plans	  and	  may	  recover	  
any	  loss.	  
	  
1 .	   The	   manager	   is	   entitled	   to	   charge	   in	   respect	   of	   each	  
plan,	   and	   retain,	   such	   fees	   as	   the	   manager	   determines	  
from	  time	   to	   time.	  The	   fees	  charged	  and	   retained	  by	   the	  
manager	  shall	  be	  payable	  out	  of	  the	  relevant	  plan.	  	  
	  
17.	   In	   addition	   to	   fees,	   the	   manager	   and	   trustee	   are	  
entitled	   to	   be	   reimbursed	   out	   of	   each	   plan	   for	   costs	  
incurred	   by	   them	   in	   performing	   their	   duties,	   including	  
costs	   incurred	  with	  the	  purchase	  of	  any	  assets	  for	  a	  plan,	  
taxes	  and	  duties	  paid,	   interest	  and	  other	  costs	  associated	  
with	  borrowing,	  restructuring	  costs,	  and	  costs	   incurred	   in	  
connection	   with	   any	   derivative	   transactions	   entered	   into	  
by	  a	  plan.	  

	  
	  

PPLI I N	   	   NI 	   V I 	  Num er	  (VPLN	  distributors	  only)	   	  
	  

	   IN I 	   	   INI I L	   IP I N   I I N L	   IL    I I N L	   I I       	  INV N 	  PL N  

VPLN Plan	   	   	   	   minimum  125	   	   minimum  30	   	   minimum  15	         30  or  15  units  

VPLN Lite	   	   	   	   minimum  205	   	   minimum  30	   	   minimum  15	         30  or  15  units  

VPLN 	   	   	   	   minimum  225	   	   minimum  30	   	   minimum  25	         30  or  25  units  

VPLN I	   	   	   	   minimum  225	   	   minimum  30	   	   minimum  25	         30  or  25  units  
	  

	   	   	   	  
Sponsor’s	  Name	   Sponsor’s	  V-‐I 	   Supervisor’s	  Name	   Supervisor’s	  V-‐I 	  
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[I could name Xxxxxxx, remove this 
blanking and let it be known that 
this guy may have stolen a painting 
fourteen years ago, almost to the day 
as I write this … Or he could have 
been having me on: a relaxed chap 
with a slightly (very) antagonistic 
sense of humour winding up—I’ll 
admit it—a generally pretty wound-
up woman.  

If I did name him, I think I would be 
hurtling into defamation territory. 
That is, if he found out.]

About four years after Charles Saatchi 
commissioned Damien Hirst’s artwork, 
when she1 was a Form One student at 
Xxxxxxxx School, she created an ink 
drawing of a fish. It was really good, 
somehow capturing a quality of ‘fish’ that 
goes beyond a simple representation. 
Comparatively, Hirst’s shark, a once 
living animal, seems so palpably dead 
and monumentally leaden. Maybe it’s 
that her fish seems caught mid-swishing-
movement as its body arcs upward across 
the page. Maybe it’s also the just-caught-
on-a-fishing-line terror in its eye.

[Incidentally, Xxxxxxxx was—is—a 
fisherman. While studying his degree, 
he and a lecturer would go fishing 
together on weekends. I think, when 
he was a student, he was given a 
bit more licence than other students 
because of this friendship. Fishermen 
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One of the major strengths of Mark and 
Daphne’s collaborative practice was their 
unwavering commitment to spend as much 
time as was needed to authentically engage 
with the people and places involved in their 
projects. This dedicated approach, however, 
started to unravel when they established 
an artist-run space in the backyard of their 
Auckland city flat. Canapé Canopy was 
established in February 2016 and ran for 
three months. Opening hours were mainly 
dependent on the weather conditions and 
Mark and Daphne’s work schedules. During this 
time they hosted six exhibitions from a range 
of emerging and established artists based 
locally and internationally.

From my own experience and observation, 
the job of an artist-run space is to challenge 
collectives and collaborations in a way that no 
other art project can. The immense sense of 
freedom an artist has to make or do ‘whatever 
they want’ is rewarding and motivating, 
meanwhile the expectation to achieve 
attention and success is felt by all involved. As 
well as this, there is the pressure to be open 
to the public (with days of no one visiting at 
all), the anxiety of putting together a cutting-
edge programme, the burden of becoming an 
important moment within an artist’s fragile 
journey, and all the while looking for approval 

and acknowledgement from more powerful 
players. To me, these are all contributing 
factors in the demise of so many new 
independent spaces. While Mark and Daphne 
didn’t set out to run the space long-term 
(it was more of a summer project), Canapé 
Canopy was not immune to these destructive 
forces. 

Chloe: I would argue that Canapé Canopy 
didn’t have the same motivations as other 
ARIs. From the outside, it seemed like you 
never really intended it to take a place in 
the history of art or embody the survivalist 
nature of so many ARIs that want to compete 
with commercial galleries and institutions. In 
this way, Canapé is part of a new category of 
post-ARI spaces at a time when the idea of an 
ARI is not as foreign as it used to be. Pioneer 
spaces like Teststrip in 90s Auckland, or City 
Racing in 90s London for example, contributed 
to a demarcation between important and less 
important spaces. Major exhibitions were only 
supposed to happen in major galleries until 
smaller spaces began to add more complex 
layers into the culture and community of a 
city.1 With the rebellious reputation of past 
ARIs combined with access to funding and 
promotional channels, today’s ARIs like Canapé 
have dedicated audiences and a following of 

Chloe Geoghegan

Being Serious with 
Daphne Simons:  
Part Two

1. Matt Hale, Paul Noble, et al., 
City Racing, The life and Times of 
an Artist-Run Gallery 1988-1998 
(London: Black Dog Publishing, 
2002), 124.

If you’re wondering what the following article is about, head back to the first issue of HAMSTER 
to read Part One of Being Serious with Daphne Simons.
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new and established artists who desperately 
want to have shows in smaller spaces. Many of 
today’s ARIs are on the beaten track as much 
as public institutions. Sometimes I think that if 
today’s ARIs were human we would call them 
millennials.

With these thoughts, and the benefit of 
hindsight, Canapé felt more like a natural 
progression of your playful and experimental 
working relationship with Mark. It was built 
on the same commitment to critiquing the art 
world status quo as Campaign. After all, an ARI 
is often another way for an artist to get a foot 
in the door and make it big. This is what you 
wrote in your proposal for Campaign:

The work [or ARI] is driven by a desire 
for approval; it introduces actions that 
affirm our position as artists. Exhibiting as 
a means to signify one’s artistic talent or 
worthiness.2

In this way, Canapé felt like a dream board, 
and very much part of the romantic ambition 
every young aspiring artist has. 

Daphne: I can see where you might make 
the comparison to Campaign and the dream 
board approach. But I think Canapé was a very 
different kettle of fish. Our motivations for 
starting up the space were much less self-
involved. It was a combination of realising 
we had an outdoor space available (our 
backyard), and our disillusionment with the 
way most artist-run spaces in our vicinity had 
been operating. There seemed to be a trend 
of showing either your own work, or that 
of your friends. It was a promotional device 
more like the dealer gallery model than an 
experimental non-profit model. We wanted 
to figure out a way to minimise our public 
role within this paradigm and to challenge 
people to experiment and take risks. So 
when it came to selecting the artists for our 
three-month programme, we had a couple of 
simple parameters: no friends and only female 
artists—an attempt to counter the gender 
imbalance of exhibiting artists (Tom Tuke, the 
only male artist in the programme was invited 

by Devyn Ormsby to co-present in Canapé’s 
final shows Pasty Trees and Under Milk Wood). 

Chloe: I’m aware that we both share a love 
of Mousse magazine’s The Artist as Curator 
series. The series explores why exhibitions 
organised by artists have remained so 
impervious to historicisation.3 In your article 
about Canapé for Assay/Essay, Gabrielle 
Amodeo’s Enjoy Gallery publication about 
artist run-spaces, you clearly define your roles 
as technicians and facilitators rather than 
directors or curators. With so much emphasis 
on the artist as curator today—possibly due 
to the proliferation and acceptance of artist-
run spaces as common practice—could you 
elaborate on this stance?

Daphne: I don’t think all artists are good 
curators, but they run against the expectations 
of that role, which I can appreciate. Some 
of the artists in the Mousse series have a 
tendency to subvert or eliminate the curatorial 
role entirely. One of my favourite essays is the 
one about Andy Warhol’s 1969 show Raid the 
Ice Box, which was apparently the first time 
an artist had been invited to “curate a show 
from the museum collection”.4 But the way 
Warhol went about it seemed to completely 
undermine the curator’s supposed expertise 
of painstakingly selecting, contextualising, 
and presenting objects of significance to the 
public. Instead, he wandered around the 
basement storage of the art museum at the 
Rhode Island School of Design and pointed 
at stuff: a collection of old shoes in a cabinet, 
a stack of paintings leaning against the wall, 
a random mix of sculptures or busts, and he 
would just say, “I like that.” The things he liked 
were then placed in the exhibition rooms 
exactly how they had been stored in the 
basement, paintings still leaning, shoes in the 
old storage cabinet. 

There was a truth to that process. Warhol 
wasn’t a curator and he didn’t pretend to 
be. He approached that show like he would 
his own work, just choosing things he liked 
and showing them how he found them. He 
didn’t really care about refinement or taste. 

2. Daphne Simons and Mark 
O’Donnell, email message to Dog 
Park, July 22, 2012.
3. Edoardo Bonaspetti and Stefano 
Cernuschi, The Artist as Curator: An 
Anthology, ed. Elena Filipovic (Milan 
and London: Mousse Publishing and 
Koenig Books, 2017), 5.
4. Anthony Huberman, “Raid  
the Icebox I, with Andy Warhol”,  
in The Artist as Curator: An 
Anthology, 96-104.
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With Canapé we tried to be clear that we 
weren’t curators (geeks maybe, but curators 
with people skills or writing chops? No way). 
Technicians seemed appropriate because we 
had some experience making and exhibiting  
our own art at least. And as I wrote in the 

article for Gabrielle’s publication, we wanted 
to support the artist and put them first. This 
meant staying behind the scenes, building the 
stage for other artists to perform on.

Chloe: When I asked Mark about Canapé—in 
regard to it being the end of your collaboration 
for now—I asked him what he hated most 
about running the space and what the 
worst part about working with you was. 
Unsurprisingly, he was very forthcoming and 
willing to dish the dirt. “To be honest, I just 
wasn’t into art at that time in my life. I thought 
the art we were showing was potentially 
reflective of me personally, being a ‘co-
curator’. So I wanted to create some distance 

between the gallery and myself to counter 
this. This morphed into aloofness.”5 Mark’s 
main point was that he felt like he was the one 
who became difficult to work with because 
of the way things changed in his relationship 
to art-making. He mentioned that your 

commitment to art 
was what he found the 
most difficult. Classic 
Mark-O’Donnell-
double-edged-sword 
right there. A real 
Judge Judy as always.

This brings me to 
something else I 
read in your original 
Campaign outline (you 
really went to town 
on that proposal). 
You likened your 
commitment to the 
residency to John 
Baldessari burning/
cremating all of his 
paintings (Cremation 
Project, 1970). You 
were interested in the 
way that a very public 
gesture becomes a 
pledge or a promise 
to the audience that 
you’re going to follow 
through. While I’m 

tempted to compare Mark to Baldessari at this 
point, I’m wondering if this tendency to make 
such intense public gestures really culminated  
in the Canapé ARI project.

Daphne: Mark does enjoy burning bridges. 
My favourite Baldessari work at the moment 
is that video where he writes, “I will not make 
any more boring art” over and over again.  
I suppose Canapé was the most ‘public’ way 
of putting on exhibitions for sure, but it was 
also an intense way to collaborate and interact 
with a whole range of people on something. 
I definitely liked this aspect more than Mark. 
He really wasn’t keen to interact with visitors, 
or with the artists very much. Working with 

5. Mark O’Donnell email message to 
author, September 24, 2017.
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Canapé Canopy, opening of final show, Pasty Trees and Under Milk Wood by Devyn Ormsby and Tom Tuke. Auckland, N .
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Daphne:  Well that was Li-Ming’s cake so you’ll 
have to apologise to her but it must have been 
fixable because it made a comeback at her 
end of year show at Elam 2016. The way that 
Riff Raff and the Glovebox show came about 
was all Li-Ming. She got a two-week spot in 
the Glovebox programme and wanted to turn 
the place into another 
semi-imaginary artist-
run space called ‘Riff 
Raff’. She asked if I 
would like to help her 
with the show and 
be a “special guest 
founding member”  
of this imaginary artist 
run space. How could  
I say no to an offer  
like that! 

Are We There Yet? 
was a delight to work 
on. There wasn’t much 
lead-in time for the 
show so we worked 
very spontaneously 
but managed to put 
on a jam-packed 
two-week public 
programme in the 
space. It’s funny you 
say I seemed more 
confident. I found working with Mark and 
Li-Ming very empowering in different ways. 
They both helped me to test things out I 
probably didn’t have the guts to do by myself, 
and their friendships enabled me to be less 
deterred by public embarrassment. After the 
show at Glovebox, Riff Raff then became kind 
of like a production house for Enjoy’s summer 
residency in 2017. For this project we created 
the TUCAT (Trust Us Contemporary Art Trust) 
Collection, by hosting a 12-hour live-streamed 
telethon, during which people donated 
artworks to the TUCAT collection.6

Chloe: When I asked Li-Ming about her own 
practice and how she approached Riff Raff, she 
explained how installation and documentation 
folds into the whole ‘performance’ of the 

Mark on art projects was a lot of fun but we 
often became very frustrated with each other. 
Although Canapé had its difficulties, it was 
ultimately good for us. We’re still best buds, 
but have taken very different paths since then. 
Mark is now studying computer programming, 

Chloe: I’m aware that while Canapé signaled 
the end of one collaboration (for now), it also 
was the beginning of a new one. When you 
programmed Li-Ming Hu’s You’ll never work  
in this town again (2016) at Canapé, did you 
see similarities and potential and think, I’ve  
got to start working with this woman? 

Daphne: I loved working on her Canapé show. 
We didn’t really know what to expect when 
we first invited her but she was so bold and 
dedicated and I really appreciated her lack of 
inhibitions. Her installation was a whirlwind 
and it changed so much during the show 
because it involved a lot of props (e.g. a 
huge pink fluffy electric guitar) and audience 
participation. She mentioned that this was 
the first time she tried a “collaborative 
performance” in an artwork like that. But no, 
at the time I never would have guessed she’d 
want to work with me again.

Chloe: The literal nature of her “What would 
Gambia Castle do?” angle felt naïve but also 
very daring and exposing. When I saw your 
show with her at Glovebox later that year, 
Are We There Yet? (2016), I became more 
convinced about her Canapé show as the 
ideas seemed to have followed through and 
matured into something more challenging  
and on-point. For Mark, when he first saw 
your new collaborative partnership called  
‘Riff Raff’ with Li-Ming he said, “it’s not shit, 
but a little insular and cringe.” I also observed 
a more confident Daphne, especially during 
the Inaugural Riff Raff Eating Competition  
(that you won) and in the panel discussion 
that featured ‘Hans Ulrich Obrist’, ‘Simon 
Denny’ and more. This is probably a good  
time to apologise for breaking your giant  
cake sculpture when I burst out of it.  
Sorry about that.

6. On November 9, 2017, Riff 
Raff and Enjoy Public Art Gallery 
announced that the Trust Us 
Contemporary Art Trust Collection 
had been accepted into the 
Chartwell Collection and is now  
held at the Auckland Art Gallery  
Toi O Tāmaki.
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work.7 It’s interesting that we’ve come back 
to this notion of the performance hidden 
within sculpture and exhibition-making but 
also perhaps within the very nature of the 
self-critique. Perhaps performance can’t ever 
be apart from self-examination and public 
gesture?

Daphne: That’s a critical 
focus of Li-Ming’s work and 
I guess that’s partly why we 

get on. I’m definitely drawn to the idea of the 
whole life cycle of an artwork: who makes it 
and how, where and when it gets presented, 
documented, archived and collected, and so 
on. It seems unrealistic to ignore all those 
vital stages and pretend that the artwork is 
miraculously conceived for an exhibition. I 
prefer transparency to pretense, but I do think 
an exhibition is a useful moment for an artwork 
to perform.  

Chloe: I also thought Li-Ming made a very 
good point about inviting others into the 
performance, which is perhaps what feels 
different about this collaboration. She 
mentioned that in her Canapé show visitors 
were invited to perform with the ‘art-elite’ 
masks and props. For TUCAT, Riff Raff invited 

people to either donate their artworks or 
perform some kind of act for the live-streamed 
telethon, performing within the confines of the 
artwork as such. Furthermore, in your recent 
Physics Room project the Fffuture Fffocused Art 
Prize (2017), you flew in your parents to be the 
esteemed judges (even though the audience 
didn’t realise they were your parents, and 

thought they were simply 
two expert guests from 
outside of the arts industry 
who were being involved 
to make the prize more 
accessible somehow). 
This brings me back to 
Irit Rogoff, but actually 
her thoughts on Bruno 
Latour’s “atmospheres 
of democracy.”8 She uses 
his term to create her 
own: “atmospheres of 
seriousness”. Looking 
at your collaborative 
evolution from Campaign 
all the way to your recent 
projects at Enjoy Gallery 
and The Physics Room last 
year, I am really interested 

in how you lean towards a democratic 
environment rather than that of a serious one.

Daphne: I see where you’re coming from; the 
recent Riff Raff projects definitely put forth 
more egalitarian ‘re-enactments’ (Li-Ming’s 
term that I really like. It makes me think of 
‘dramatisations’ of famous and or gruesome 
murders) of the art-world’s complexities and 
power dynamics. With a healthy dose of 
humour we tried to examine and mess with 
those conventions: what does it take to be the 
judge of a contemporary art prize? How could 
your work be included in a contemporary art 
collection? Rogoff also brought up Deleuze in 
her serious essay. I haven’t read much Deleuze, 
but I can appreciate the following sentiment; 
“Thinking is always about experiencing and 
experimenting, not interpreting.”9 Sophie 
Davis, who curated our Enjoy residency also 
pointed to this pragmatic drive at the curator’s 

7. Li-Ming Hu, email message to 
author, September 27, 2017.
8. Irit Rogoff, “On being serious in 
the art world” in Visual Cultures as 
Seriousness, ed. Jorella Andrews 
(Berlin: Sternberg, 2013), 70. 
9. Ibid., 76.
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Inaugural Eating Competition during Riff Raff - Are e There Yet, Glovebox LTD, Auckland, N . 
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10. Sophie Davis, panel discussion 
(July 1, 2017) for Daphne Simons 
and Li-Ming Hu, Fffuture Fffoucused 
Art Prize, The Physics Room, 17 June 
– 16 July 2017.

be swept up in their ambitious meta-dialogue 
of the art world and laugh at my own position 
within it, enabling it and making the wheels 
turn. The agency that she has managed to 
create through combining humour with serious 
concerns around art practice has put her in what 
I think is a unique position as a young, emerging, 
female artist. Daphne Simons may not seem like 
she holds the kind of power or sway in the same 
way as Simon Denny or Luke Willis Thompson 
did at her age, yet her approach does embody 
the same sense of confidence and ease with 
risk-taking and experimenting in public.

In the third and final installment of this 
interview, coming up in the third issue of 
HAMSTER, we ditch the sidekicks and discuss 
Daphne’s Beyoncé-like solo practice, exploring 
some of the ways in which she has taken what 
she learned in these collaborations, revealing 
her own agenda for art making and her plans for 
the future.

panel discussion for the Fffuture Fffocused Art 
Prize project at The Physics Room recently. She 
observed that;

As an emerging artist you often lack power 
and agency, and you’re trying to get curated 
into shows, and art prizes, stepping-stones 
on the ladder. Riff Raff have claimed 
that agency through organising things 
like an semi-imaginary artist-run space, 
residencies, art collections, art prizes, etc. 
for themselves. Claiming that agency via 
the creation of opportunities that emerging 
artists struggle to find.10

Over the course of this three-part interview, 
while speaking to Daphne about her recent 
collaborations it has been difficult not to 
become severely distracted reminiscing with 
her and laughing about various events that took 
place during each project. With Daphne and 
Mark, and Daphne and Li-Ming, I can’t help but 
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‘Who Wants to be Contemporary’ quiz hosted by Sophie Davis during the TUCAT Telethon 2017, Enjoy Public Art Gallery, 
Wellington, NZ. 
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Amy Weng is the founder and 
editor of Hainamana.com, a 
blog on Asian New Zealand art 
and culture. She was also the 
organiser of the 2017 Asian 
Aotearoa Artist Hui, and writes 
for several online publications.

Birgit Bachler is an artist and 
researcher with a background in 
interactive, audiovisual art, 
critical media design and hard- 
and software art. She currently 
works as a lecturer in Creative 
Technologies at CoCA Massey and 
is pursuing a PhD at the VUW 
School of Design.

Brent Harris is an artist and 
writer living in Auckland. 
Recent projects include Traffic 
Sounds, Traffic Lights at ‘How 
Does Performance Philosophy 
Act?’, Prague (2017); Other 
Vibrations, Auckland (2017); 
and with Maria O’Connor, the 
book Posteering (2015).

Casey Larkin Mazer Carsel is a 
New Zealand-born Jewish writer 
and artist. She is currently 
completing her Master of Fine 
Arts in Writing at the School of 
the Art Institute of Chicago. 
This work would not have been 
possible without the author’s 
access to Russian Memories by 
David Mazer, courtesy of Phyllis 
Mazer Sternau. 

Cameron Ralston is a writer, 
graphic designer, typographer 
and letterpress printer. He 

currently works as a workshop 
and gallery assistant in 
Christchurch, New Zealand. 
cameronralston.com

Merel Keijsers is doing her PhD 
on human-robot interaction. 
More specifically, she tries to 
figure out what makes people 
aggressive towards robots (and 
the follow-up question: how to 
prevent them from doing so). 
Her background is in psychology 
and statistics. 

chris berthelsen:  
chris@a-small-lab.com

Chloe Geoghegan is an 
independent curator currently 
living in the South Island of 
New Zealand. From January 2014 
until January 2017 Director 
of Dunedin’s Blue Oyster Art 
Project Space. Prior to this 
she co-founded Dog Park artist-
run space, which ran for nearly 
3 years in post-earthquake 
Christchurch between 2012 and 
2014. She is interested in 
furthering curatorial discourse 
in Aotearoa through writing and 
publishing.

Gabrielle Amodeo is a conceptual 
artist and writer living in Te 
Whanganui-a-Tara Wellington. She 
is in the first year of a PhD 
Fine Arts at Massey University’s 
College of Creative Arts Toi 
Rauwharangi.
To Xxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxxx: if you, 
indeed, stole her painting and 
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would like to return it to 
her, please contact the Physics 
Room. She’s not angry, just 
disappointed.

Harriet Litten has completed a 
BA(Hons) in Art History at the 
University of Canterbury and is 
continuing to begin a Master’s 
degree in 2018. Located in 
Christchurch, her key areas 
of interest are in the social 
implications and possibilities 
of contemporary art practice in 
Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Isaac Dalkie is a designer 
currently based in Otautahi, 
Christchurch. In 2015 Isaac 
graduated from Massey 
University, Wellington with a 
B(des) Visual Communication 
(1st Class Hons). Isaac’s 
work involves self-initiated 
visual research and design 
thought experiments exploring 
contemporary anthropology, 
socio-economics and the 
politicised everyday.

James Hope is a writer based 
in Otautahi, Christchurch. 
He currently works at the 
Christchurch Art Gallery, Te 
Puna o Waiwhetu.

Loulou Callister-Baker graduated 
with a BA (Visual Culture), 
LLB and DipLangC (endorsed in 
Chinese) from the University 
of Otago in mid-2016. She is a 
lawyer at a Chinese law firm in 
Auckland and in the evenings 
and weekends writes about art 

and wider social issues for 
various online and gallery 
publications. Her writing and 
photography portfolio can be 
found here: cargocollective.
com/louloucallisterbaker.

Lucy Ovenden is an emerging art 
writer and gallerist. Since 
graduating with a BA(Hons) in 
History from the University 
of Otago, her writing has been 
published on the EyeContact 
Site and The Big Idea, and she 
has worked at the CoCA Gallery 
and for SCAPE Public Art. 

Mark Schroder is an Auckland-
based artist. He creates 
amalgam-installations of 
aspiration and disappointment. 
Exhibitions include Swimming 
the 109, Glovebox, Auckland 
(2016) and Adjacent Industries 
(Rainfades), Fuzzy Vibes, 
Auckland (2015).

Peewee Hohepa is a process 
artist originally from 
Christchurch, currently living 
in Waimate.

Quishile Charan is an emerging 
artist living and working in 
Aotearoa, New Zealand of Indo-
Fijian heritage. Charan uses 
traditional modes of textile-
making to reflect upon the 
landscape of Indentured Labour 
and the ongoing neo-colonial 
affects on the Indo-Fijian 
community. Recent projects 
include The Tomorrow People 
(group), Adam Art Gallery, 
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Wellington (2017); Namesake 
(with Salome Tanuvasa) Enjoy 
Public Art Gallery, Wellington 
(2017), A Turn of the Wheel 
(group), Malcolm Smith 
Gallery, Auckland (2017); New 
Perspectives, ARTSPACE, Auckland 
(2016); and Samundar and Haldi 
at Objectspace, Auckland (2016). 
Charan has a BFA (Hons) from 
Elam School of Fine Arts, The 
University of Auckland.

Samuel Jackson is a Wellington/
Melbourne based writer and 
artist who graduated with a 
Bachelor of Arts in Media 
Studies, (Hons) from Victoria 
University (NZ) in 2015. 

Sarah Mohawk is an Auckland 
based artist. Recent exhibition 
highlights include Decrease 
Effort, Increase Profit at 
Fuzzyvibes, Auckland (2015); 
The Public Domain Art Fair 
(curatorial) at DEMO, Auckland 
(2016); and Electronic Super 
Highway at Window, Auckland 
(2017).

Saskia Bunce-Rath has a BFA 
(hons) from Elam School of 
Fine Arts. She is an artist 
and poet; you can see her art 
in the newest issue of Mimicry 
Magazine.

Spencer Hall makes stuff, he’s 
an amateur NZ comix and music 
historian and runs Rotten Radio 
with other guys and a Roomba 
vacuum cleaner. If anyone has a 
Nokia 1100 for him send it to  

PO Box 159, Lyttelton 
spencerhall.co.nz

Taylor J. A Fine Arts Graduate 
at The Design & Arts College of 
NZ. Who, lives in Christchurch. 
Is, a keen Gardener, home-made 
Folk Musician, and no leader  
of no pack!

Theo Macdonald recently 
completed a BFA (Hons) at 
Elam, focusing on performance 
and video. He is a member of 
the bands PISS CANNONN and 
APPLE MUSIC. He likes Prince, 
particularly Sign ‘O’ the 
Times.

William Linscott is an artist 
and curator based in Tamaki 
Makaurau. Recent exhibitions 
include The Tomorrow People, 
Adam Art Gallery, Wellington 
(2017); and under the shadow  
of the cloud, Michael Lett 
Auckland (2017).

xin cheng thanks Creative New 
Zealand for supporting her 
time at HFBK Hamburg while she 
worked on the contributions. 
xin@makeshifting.net

Yolunda Hickman (b.1988 
Auckland, New Zealand) works 
in the wider fields of print, 
drawing and painting practice 
to test the possibility of 
image and the limitations of 
communication systems. She is  
a current Doctoral candidate  
at Elam while teaching part-
time at Elam and Whitecliffe. 
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